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Abstract
The art market follows basic market principles but has particular 
characteristics, such as the lack of transparency, heterogeneity and a relatively 
high transaction cost. Furthermore, the art market – especially in the high-
priced segment – is a global market: buyers and sellers are spread all over the 
world. This characteristic, combined with the collectors’ preference to limit 
transaction cost, leads to a concentration of the market in a select few regions. 
Among these art market clusters, New York City (NYC) has a predominant 
position as statistics on distribution of turnover, highest auction results reached 
and size of the cluster show. It is followed by London (which is more focused on 
Old Masters) and Los Angeles (which is more locally oriented). Additionally, art 
fairs such as Basel, Miami and Cologne are highly relevant temporary 
marketplaces.
According to the qualitative interviews conducted with representatives of 
galleries, auction houses and scholars and theoretical implications provided in 
literature (such as Porter’s (1990) “Model of Competitive Advantage of 
Nations”), the following factors were considered most relevant to explain the 
predominance of NYC as a contemporary art market:
1. Cluster benefits, especially the mechanism of self-reinforcing growth.
According to Porter (2000) the “depth and breadth of clusters often grow over 
time”.
2. Strong local competition which constantly encourages local galleries to 
improve and innovate. This, combined with a strong mentality of “co-opetition” Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 3/80
in the sense of competing and co-operating simultaneously, creates a 
competitive advantage (Brandenburger/Nalebuff 1996).
3. Vibrant atmosphere nurturing culture which is created by the urbanity and 
multi-culturality of NYC and by its art-related industries.
4. Flourishing publishing and media sector which is well-established worldwide 
and draws global attention at NYC’s art market.
5. Strong and sophisticated local demand which prepares NYC’s galleries in the 
medium-price segment for the global market. 
6. Favorable political, economic and legal framework (e.g. fiscal incentives for 
collectors) and a high geopolitical relevance of the U.S.
Based on these findings, different recommendations can be derived. At the 
supply side, favorable local factor conditions, such as the presence of world-
class art universities, is necessary. Also the creation of an environment 
providing few restrictions and a vibrant atmosphere is essential for artists to 
develop cutting-edge artworks which then nurture the local gallery scene.
At the demand-side, fiscal incentives for the purchase and support of art would 
strengthen local demand. Global demand is typically versatile, so a region must 
provide low transaction cost.
For emerging artists, NYC can be recommended as a place to live and work only 
under reservations: singular success stories might generate a biased picture of Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 4/80
the real possibilities NYC offers to its artists. In fact, competition among artists 
is fierce, cost of living is high and the atmosphere got increasingly commercial. 
Under these aspects, other regions, such as Berlin or Eastern Europe, might 
offer a more adequate environment for emerging artists to start a career.
Finally, NYC shows that a mentality of “co-opetition” – in the sense of 
competing and co-operating at the same time – provides a competitive 
advantage, at least at the gallery-level. Many other art scenes are rather 
characterized by envy and jealousy instead of trying to create win-win 
situations and add value to what Porter (1990) refers to as “complex, dynamic, 
and knowledge-based economy”.Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 5/80
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1. Introduction
The creation of a piece of art is a collective activity: “From the inception of an 
idea to the public reception thereof” (Becker 1982) different parties are 
involved ranging from producers of oil paint to art dealers and the audience. All 
these participants constitute the “art world” with the artist fulfilling a core 
activity in it. Each of these parties have a bundle of tasks in the art world, and 
the piece of art created bears the marks of all those.
A piece of art fulfills different roles and functions in Western society. On the one 
hand, art is an “opifact”, not made for direct use, but for gratification (Fry 
1999). In other words, art has solely aesthetic value but no pragmatic value. 
On the other hand, art works as a social signifier, marking a person’s position 
in the social ladder (Abbing 2002). In this sense, art is a status symbol and 
luxury product.
To trade such specialized goods, a market developed; historically, even the 
patricians of the Roman Empire and the nobility and clergy during the Middle 
Ages traded with art. The term “art market” refers to the “process through 
which works of art are sold and distributed” (Zorloni 2005). It follows the basic 
market principles but has certain characteristics that distinguish it from the 
commodities market or stock market, such as the lack of transparency which 
represents an insufficiency and major driver of the art market at the same 
time. With reference to the market, art can be seen as an investment 
alternative and tangible asset (Gonzalez 2002).Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 8/80
Today, many experts refer to a “Golden Age” in this art market: For the last 
five years (2000-2004), the prices of art grew by 7.3% annually whereas the 
stock market – measured by the S&P 500 index – fell 2.4% (Mei/Moses 2005). 
A submarket which outperformed even the overall art market is the market for 
contemporary arts, including all works of art created after 1945. The center 
of this submarket is undoubtedly New York City (NYC) in terms of both the 
primary market (initial sales, e.g. through galleries) and the secondary market 
(re-sales, e.g. through auction houses). 
The question of from where this predominance stems then arises. The goal of
this diploma thesis is to identify the salient factors that explain the competitive 
strength of NYC in the contemporary art market.
“What are the key factors that determine the success of NYC as a 
contemporary art market?”
Based on the results, conclusions will be drawn how other regions can improve 
the attractiveness of their art markets. Most likely, other countries do have a
similar potential, but which measures have to be taken to utilize it as NYC 
does?
To tackle the research question systematically, the art market will firstly be 
quantified (chapter 2) and a basic understanding for the underlying 
mechanisms will be created (chapter 3). What are the major characteristics of 
the art market and how does pricing work? Then, the “Model of Competitive 
Advantage of Nations” by Porter (1990) will be introduced as a theoretical 
foundation (chapter 4) for the empirical part. In chapter 5 the results of the Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 9/80
qualitative interviews will be presented and theoretical implications added. To 
conclude, the findings of this diploma thesis will be summarized and measures 
to improve the attractiveness of other art market clusters will be discussed 
(chapter 6).Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 10/80
2. Quantifying the Art Market
In this chapter the art market will be quantified and described in terms of price 
developments, turnover, number of transactions, geographic distribution and 
distribution among art categories. When looking at these numbers, it is 
necessary to be aware of a major characteristic (and driver) of the art market: 
the lack of transparency (see chapter 3.1.2.). Most data available reflects the 
results of the bigger auction houses only because smaller auction houses and 
most art dealers do not publish their results. Estimations say that 
approximately half of the art market remains “off-the-records”. Nevertheless
available data on public auctions act as a vehicle to get a general overview of 
the art market.
2.1. Developments of the Art Market – 1980 until today
In the 1980s the worldwide art market grew intensely due to different reasons. 
The so called “Reagonomics” initiated strong growth at the stock exchanges. 
“Yuppies” brought it to significant wealth and used art as a social signifier to 
express their lifestyle. Furthermore the Japanese economy boomed and created 
high demand for art, especially for French Impressionists. For instance, the 
Japanese businessman Ryoei Saito purchased both “Portrait of Dr. Gachet” by 
van Gogh and “Au Moulin de la Galette” by Renoir in 1990 for a hammer price 
of USD 82.5m and 78m respectively.
Only months later – after peaking in November 1990 – the overheated market 
crashed, as can be seen in Figure 1. The stream of available liquidity shifted to 
the new economy start-ups, and Japanese collectors disappeared due to the Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 11/80
tense situation in their home market. Scandals in the art market and political 
instability (second Gulf War) further worsened the situation. Saito later resold 
the paintings at Christies for one-eighth the price he had originally paid. 
Nevertheless, a PR-campaign with the same effect as the purchase of the 
paintings would have been much more costly (Czöppan 2002).
Figure 1: Mei/Moses Annual All Art Index vs. Standard & Poor’s 500 Index 
(S&P500). Source: Mei/Moses (2005)
In the early 1990s, the art market stabilized at a low level. After a slight 
recovery it dropped again in 2000 reflecting the burst of the new economy 
bubble which decreased purchasing power especially in the US market. 
Nevertheless, the US and the UK art markets rocketed later, soon reaching the 
all-time high of November 1990. According to the report of Artprice (2005) the 
reasons for this intense growth are the competition of auction houses, wider 
accessibility of art market data, resumed growth of the financial markets, dollar 
depreciation and the search for investment alternatives. Today many experts 
refer to a “Golden Age” in the art market.Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 12/80
2.2. Art Market in Numbers
As can be derived from the bar charts in Figures 2 and 3 the turnover
generated and the number of transactions sold within the previous years 
show great similarities.
Figure 2: Annual auction sales turnover (1998 to 2004). Source: Artprice 
(2005)
Figure 3: Number of transactions (1998 to 2004). Source: Artprice (2005)Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 13/80
However, when comparing the changes from 2003 to 2004 a difference can be 
observed. Whereas the turnover clearly increased, the number of lots sold 
remained more stable. This implies that the average prices have increased in 
this period. When having a closer look at the data it shows that this price 
increase is not equally distributed among all works sold; it merely affects the 
highest-priced end of the market. According to Artprice (2005) 229 pieces of 
art were sold for over 1m USD in 2003 compared to 378 in 2004. A similar 
picture shows when comparing the total turnover of the ten most expensive 
artists (see Appendix 5): Whereas their total turnover was USD 394m in 2003, 
it increased by 68% to USD 663m in 2004. The ten most expensive artists 
represent a market share of 18.6% with less than 1.5% of the transaction 
volume.
2.3. Geographic Distribution of the Art Market
After quantifying the art market as a whole, another question arises: Where is 
this turnover generated, where do the transactions take place? As Figures 4 
and 5 indicate, by far the highest turnover is generated in the US, whereas 
France leads in the number of transactions. The UK ranks second in value as 
well as in volume of art sales. Other sources e.g. Wilke (1999) show 
comparable results.Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 14/80
Figure 4: Auction sales turnover 2004 by country. Source: Artprice (2005)
Figure 5: Number of transactions 2004 by country. Source: Artprice (2005)Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 15/80
Analyzing the different countries in specific, the predominance of the United 
States shows clearly. The US has – with a turnover of 1,322m USD – a market 
share of 46.3%. In 2003 its market share estimated to 42%. Moreover, 229 or 
60.8% of the 378 lots selling worldwide for over 1m USD were sold in the US. 
United Kingdom’s market share reached 26.9% in 2004. The turnover 
increased by 22%, average prices by 14% and number of transactions by 9% 
compared to the previous year. Of all pieces of art sold over USD 1m in 2004, 
18.8% (69 lots) where sold the UK. On the whole, London has the reputation of 
being the preferred trading spot for Old Masters.
France’s market share fell from 9.2% in 2003 to 7.2% in 2004. Whereas its 
turnover decreased by 1%, its number of transactions still remain the highest 
worldwide. Nevertheless, the French art market lost much of its 
competitiveness in recent years. Different from the US and the UK, France has 
not yet recovered from the art market crisis in 1990 as can be seen in Figure 6. 
For comparison, the performance of the real estate market and the stock 
market can be found in Appendix 4.Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 16/80
Figure 6: Development of average prices reached at auctions in the US, UK and 
France (1990 to 2005). Source: www.artprice.com; September 12 2005
In order to stimulate the art market Prime Minister Dominique de Villepin is 
now enforcing policies to regain a competitive position by building a European 
centre for artists’ studios, residences and galleries in Paris, by offering tax 
exemptions and by adapting the copyright law.
Italy and Germany usually have a very close competitive position in the art 
market. Nevertheless in 2004 Italy made all the running: its revenues 
increased by 32% as compared to Germany with an increase of 8%. Italy’s 
market share reached 3.7% whereas Germany reached only 2.9%. A main 
reason for this development was the overall poor performance of 
prints/photographs which represent approximately 33% of the of German art 
market. (Artprice 2005)Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 17/80
2.4. Fine Art Categories and Eras
The term “fine art” in its classical sense includes painting, graphic (photos, 
prints and drawings) and sculpture. Fine arts can be delineated from “arts and 
crafts” and ethnographics which are not dealt with in specific in this thesis 
(Gonzalez 2002). As Figures 7 and 8 indicate, paintings represent the most 
important category in terms of both, value and volume, followed by 
drawings/watercolors and sculpture. 
Figure 7: Auction sales expressed by fine art category in 2004. Source: Artprice 
(2005)Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 18/80
Figure 8: Number of transactions expressed by fine art category in 2004. 
Source: Artprice (2005)
Within fine arts we may also differentiate between art historical eras which are 
commonly categorized into (compare Gonzales 2002):
- Old Masters (1300-1800)
- 19
th Century Art (1800-1880)
- Modern Art (1880-1945) and
- Contemporary Art (1945 – now)
According to Penny McKeon the term “contemporary art“ describes a “moveable 
artworld category. All art was contemporary at some point; over time it enters 
the domain of the historical past” (www.vceart.com/explore/ideas/page.4.html
20; February 20 2005). Business economics literature provides a less romantic 
definition: it is all works of art created after 1945.Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 19/80
It must be noted, that the auction data on the contemporary art market 
provides a strongly biased picture of the art market as a whole, because this 
segment is strongly underrepresented at auctions. As a matter of fact, auction 
houses emphasize on already established artists instead of emerging, 
contemporary artists. Nevertheless, Figure 9 should give a basic impression on 
the developments of the contemporary auction sales.
Figure 9: Turnover and lots sold in the contemporary art auction sales. Source: 
www.art-salesindex.com; September 25 2005
As Figure 9 depicts, the contemporary art market grew steeply in the years 
after the art market crash in 1990. Also the turnover increase from 2003 to 
2004 (see chapter 2.2.) is shown clearly with lots sold even decreasing. Some 
of the most expensive and most influential contemporary artists are Andy 
Warhol, Roy Lichtenstein, Robert Rauschenberg, Jackson Pollock, Mark Rothko, 
Tracy Emin and Damien Hirst. Bruce Naumann, Jeff Koons and Jean-Michel 
Basquiat are also of salient importance: they reached the highest auction prices Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 20/80
of all contemporary artists from 2000 until today (www.artindex.com; February 
12 2006).
2.5. New York City’s Art Market
After dealing with the art market in general, this chapter emphasizes on the 
role of NYC in specific. According to Zorloni (2005) “New York is the central 
market for contemporary art”. It has the largest aggregation of galleries, 
auction houses, artists and museums worldwide.
In the West Chelsea area about 200 galleries are located and many of them 
rank among the most successful of their kind, such as Gagosian, Pace 
Wildenstein, Matthew Marks, Paula Cooper and Mary Boone
(www.westchelseaarts.com, February 21 2006). To get a basic impression on 
their global presence, their representation at three leading art fairs – the Art 
Basel, The Armory Show and the Art Basel Miami Beach – was compared. It 
showed that in 2005, 47 NYC-galleries of the West Chelsea area were 
represented at all three fairs, which is by far the highest frequency compared to 
other regions.
The two market dominating auction houses – Sotheby’s and Christies – have 
their main endeavors in the field of contemporary arts in NYC. The sales at 
Christies for contemporary art reached 1.2 billion dollars in NYC over the last 5 
years which is by far the most compared to sales results in London and LA. On 
the whole nine of the ten highest art auction results of 2004 where reached in 
NYC, almost all of them at Sotheby’s (see Figure 10). Only one painting was 
sold in London, which was characteristically a work by the Old Master Vermeer. Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 21/80
Artprice (2005) concludes: “The Big Apple is by far the best market for selling 
works in the seven-figure range.”
Figure 10: Highest auction results in 2004 (all eras). Source: Artprice (2005)
With Columbia University and Parsons College, NYC also has art universities
with an excellent reputation. The artists from this and other universities are an 
important part of NYC’s global image. Whereas most of the artists used to live 
in Chelsea, this district became hardly affordable; today, more artists life in 
Brooklyn (especially in the Dumbo-area) and Queens.
NYC has four major museums in the field of modern and contemporary art 
that enjoy worldwide reputation. The Museum of Modern Art, Guggenheim 
Museum, Metropolitan Museum and Whitney Museum are “the ultimate arbiters 
of what is significant in the avant-garde art world internationally” (Zorloni 
2005). Furthermore they are strong institutional collectors and have a salient 
role in the forum of art experts. NYC provides also other institutions which fulfill 
the role of niche players, such as P.S.1 Museum emphasizing on emerging 
artists.Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 22/80
2.6. Summary
Today the art market has again reached the peak of 1990, when the 
overheated market crashed. This “Golden Age” is mainly due to the high priced 
end of the market: As can be seen from auction sales databases, 229 pieces of 
art were sold for over 1m USD in 2003 compared to 378 in 2004. Of these 
works 229 pieces or 60.8% were sold in the US. This predominant position in 
this segment also shows when comparing the overall numbers: 46.3% of the 
auctions turnover is generated in the US. as compared to only 14.8% of the 
number of transactions.
Within the US, NYC’s art market plays a salient role: In 2004 nine of the ten 
highest auction results were achieved in NYC. Furthermore, NYC is – especially 
in the field of Modern and Contemporary Arts – the biggest agglomeration of 
reputable galleries, prestigious museums, major auction houses and artists 
worldwide.
After this quantitative examination of the art market, the following chapter will 
generate an understanding for with the mechanisms and particularities of the 
art market as compared to other markets.Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 23/80
3. Understanding the Art Market
3.1. The Art Market from the Economic Perspective
3.1.1. Art and Money – an Ambiguous Relationship
“Some years ago, even economists would have been surprised to hear that 
such a thing as `the economics of the arts’ exists” (Frey/Pommerehne 1989). 
Times have changed and today a variety of publications deals with economic 
aspects of the art market. However, the relationship between money and the 
art world is ambiguous. Abbing (2002) characterizes it as “Janus-faced”: 
Whereas some artists earn tremendous incomes and luxurious openings with 
wealthy collectors are integral part of the art world, other artists earn almost 
nothing and price tags are often hard to find at art fairs.
The reason for this ambiguity lies in the arts’ appeal of sacredness, which would 
immediately disappear as soon as art would be associated with commerce. To 
protect this aura, the art world found ways to veil its commercial side which 
nevertheless remains an essential part of the system. One instrument to hide 
this commercial side is the use of the gift sphere instead of the market sphere: 
Artists receive stipends instead of salaries and donations are highly valued. 
Reciprocal generosity, which is some kind of barter-trade anyway, is preferred 
over transactions with money involved (Abbing 2002). On the whole, the art 
market prefers to see itself as “Statthalter kulturellen Erbes statt Umschlagplatz 
kultureller Ware” [translation: “representative of cultural heritage instead of 
being marketplace of cultural goods”] (Wilke 1999).Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 24/80
3.1.2. Main Characteristics of the Art Market
The art market follows basic market principles but has certain characteristics 
which differentiate it from other markets. Abbing (2002) writes: “both [art and 
commodities market] are involved in buying and selling while prices govern 
supply and demand. Nevertheless, I remain puzzled by what I see.” In his 
article “Unnatural Value or Art Investment as a Floating Crap Game”, Baumol 
(1986) identifies major characteristics of the art market. The following 
characteristics are derived from this publication unless otherwise noted:
- heterogeneity
- high transaction cost
- low liquidity
- low transaction frequency
- low transparency
- winner-takes-all market
- widespread distribution of buyers and sellers
Firstly, the art market is heterogeneous because pieces of art are unique 
(usually even photos and prints show number/edition). This uniqueness gives 
the seller a monopolist position. In contrast, the commodities markets deals 
with standardized units that can be perfectly substituted (e.g. barrels of crude 
oil), usually held by a large number of traders.
Another characteristic of the art market refers to the transaction cost such as 
agents commission, maintenance (restoration, reframing) or insurance. Some 
estimations say that overall transaction cost can reach 25 to 30% of the sales 
price; in public sale the auction houses charges a buyer’s and a seller’s Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 25/80
premium of 10% each on basis of the hammer price. In private sales this 
premium can estimate up to 50%. Additionally, it should be noted that art does 
not generate a backflow of income (such as in the case of real estate) which 
could cover this high transaction cost.
Moreover, the art market can be characterized by low liquidity. Often a certain 
artwork attracts only a handful of potential buyers and converting it into cash 
can take time. Therefore, timing is essential, especially because if an artwork 
offered at an auction remains unsold, it is considered to be “burned” and might 
not be salable for decades.
Another characteristic of the art market is the low transaction frequency. In 
general, a “buy-and-hold” attitude can be observed among many collectors. 
This is partly because of the collector-inherent mentality and partly because 
their art dealers expect them to not resell the artworks. In fact, the art dealer 
wants to limit the supply of their artists in order to keep control over the prices 
(Zorloni 2005).
Furthermore the art market has a low transparency since data on private 
sales and results of smaller auction houses remain “off-the-record”. However, 
this lack of transparency is a major driver for the art market because it leaves 
much space for discussion and rumor, making the art market an exciting 
playground. One collector might even find a masterpiece at a local flee market 
taking advantage of the lack of transparency of this market. Another collector 
might be slightly disappointed when, after buying a Rembrandt at an auction, it 
turns out that the golden helmet “the master” painted did not even exist during
that time.Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 26/80
Abbing (2002) describes the art market as a winner-takes-all-market. 
Accordingly, a slight advance in perceived quality of an artist can make a 
comparably bigger difference in income. The reason for this concentration in 
demand is the preference of consumers to limit transaction cost and to increase 
the pleasure of mutual communication about common topics. This “Superstar-
phenomenon” is dealt with in further detail by Rosen (1981) and Adler (1985).
Wilke (1999) describes another characteristic of the art market: the 
widespread distribution of buyers and sellers. The author argues that 
because of the big temporal and spatial difference between supply and demand, 
which is especially large in the high-priced segment, the art market is 
concentrated on very few regions, such as NYC or London. If buyers and sellers 
were less spread all over the world, more and smaller art market clusters would 
form. Another factor for the concentration in a select few regions is the 
collector’s preference to keep transaction cost low.
3.1.3. Art Market Models
In general, the art market is divided into the primary and the secondary 
market. The term primary market refers to the initial sale of the original. This 
includes if an artist sells from his/her studio but also if a gallery acts as an 
intermediary, since the gallery usually does not take title to the artwork. The 
term secondary market refers to repeat sales, e.g. if a collector sells a work at 
an auction sale. Usually, only already established artists are traded over the 
secondary market. The secondary market involves less risk for the buyer and 
the seller because more market data is already available. Figure 11 summarizes Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 27/80
this typical relationship of the art market, whereas yellow arrows represent the
primary and red arrows the secondary market (Heilbrun/Gray 1993).
Figure 11: Typical structure of art market including the major participants
Another model is provided by Robertson (2003). He views the art market as a
pyramid: At the broad base the market supply is abundant and entry is free. As 
we move up the market gets more concentrated, entry is more restricted and 
the quality/price of the artworks increases. Based on this model, Tschmuck 
(2002) differentiates between primary, secondary and tertiary market but uses 
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Figure 12: Economic Model of the Art Market. Source: Tschmuck (2002)
Similar to Robertson (2003), the primary market can be characterized by a 
large number of members trading at a low price level. Members of the primary 
market might be hobby artists or economically unsuccessful artists trading at 
small-scale galleries, private exhibitions, flee markets, garage sales, and many 
other venues. (Tschmuck 2002) Nevertheless, this segment must not be 
underestimated: At the flee market „Saint-Ouen” in Paris 310m EUR is
generated each year, representing 60% of the turnover of French auction 
houses (Wilke 1999).
The secondary market is an oligopoly: The number of members is lower than in 
the primary market and prices are higher. This segment includes professional 
galleries and art dealers at the medium to upper price-level. In order to enter 
the secondary market, artists have to pass these gatekeepers. The fluctuation 
primary market
second. market
tertiary marketValentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 29/80
is lower than in the primary market, with the effect that members know and 
observe each other.
Finally, the tertiary market is the “elite”-league, formed by a small number of 
the highest-priced stars which are usually well-known even outside the art 
world and the fluctuation in this segment is accordingly low. Examples for 
members of the tertiary market would be the artist Andy Warhol, the auction 
house Sotheby’s, and the art dealer Larry Gagosian. (Tschmuck 2002)
3.2. Price and Pricing Mechanism in the Art Market
“The pricing of works of art seems to be somewhat of a mystery and not only
to outsiders” (Meyer/Even 1998). In fact, the pricing mechanism is hard to 
grasp and exorbitantly high prices lead to skeptical discussion. Baumol (1986) 
speaks about “unnatural” price of pieces of art: Whereas shares of corporate
stocks have a natural price that can be calculated with the discounted present 
value of company’s expected stream of earnings, the price of art is harder to 
define. There is no true equilibrium price in the classical sense. Nevertheless 
different theories were developed to explain the pricing mechanism in the art 
market (compare Grampp 1989). Abbing (2002) describes the pricing 
mechanism as interplay between aesthetic value and economic value.
3.2.1. Aesthetic and Economic Value of Art
One factor determining the price of art is aesthetic quality. As Becker (1982) 
points out, aesthetic quality cannot be measured objectively; it is merely a 
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world to have high aesthetic value, an African tribe might not see any aesthetic 
quality but merely its pragmatic value and vice versa.
But if aesthetic quality is a social construction, who in society decides on the 
aesthetic value of an artwork? According to Frey/Pommerehne (1989) it is “the 
leading museums of the Western world, […] major private collectors and […]
books and periodicals on contemporary fine arts.” Although this definition is 
probably too narrow (art dealers should definitely be included) the basic idea is 
that an influential forum of experts exists which finds a consensus on the 
aesthetic quality of a piece of art.
Apart from its aesthetic value, art also has an economic value. Similar to the 
aesthetic value, also the economic value is decided by a social group, the forum 
of buyers and collectors. When a piece of art is offered to the market, supply 
and demand coincide and the economic value is revealed for a certain moment 
in time. The forum of buyers expresses its opinion on the economic value e.g. 
by “voting” at an auction in favor or against it.
3.2.2. Relationship between Aesthetic and Economic Value
Becker (1982) writes that “reputational [aestethic] value can be translated into 
financial [economic] value”. But how do aesthetic value and economic value 
depend on each other? Is it just a one-sided dependency?
Abbing (2002) gives the following explanation to describe this relationship: The 
basic idea is that the two social groups, the cultural opinion leaders (e.g. critics, 
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(e.g. collectors) which vote for the economic value of each piece of art are not 
independent but influence each other. The economic elite is advised by the 
judgment of the art experts, whereas the cultural elite is influenced by the 
prices reached. Furthermore, the distinction in two different forums is only 
theoretical because persons are often represented in both forums, such as 
collector, curator and art dealer Charles Saatchi. Zorloni (2005) therefore 
concludes: “[…] Today’s pricing hierarchy depends on the preferences of an 
elite group of collectors, critics, dealers and curators for any given period.”
Based on the aesthetic and the economic evaluation of the artworks, artists 
receive reputation which can be defined as “the standing of each contemporary 
artist in the art world, that is, as the standing of their entire work (and not for a 
particular piece) and includes the recognition that each artist received over the 
years” (Frey/Pommerehne 1989). According to Zorloni (2005), this reputation 
is comparable to an “artist’s branding process” and represents the most 
valuable asset an artist has. However, reputations can be very temporary: “Art 
Worlds [...] routinely make and unmake reputations” (Becker 1982): Whereas 
the artists of the “Düsseldorf School” (large-scale photography) were 
celebrated during the last years, the trend is already fading out today.
3.2.3. Influence of Work-Inherent Characteristics on Price
Apart from the mechanism mentioned above, work-inherent characteristics can 
be used to estimate the sales price of artworks. The following list offers a 
guideline of price determining factors (in random order) and is derived from 
Ressler (2001), Gonzalez (2002) and Czöppan (2002).Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 32/80
- (Aesthetic) Quality: see chapter 3.2.1.
- Provenience: The reputation of the former owner of a painting affects 
its sales price. For example, if a Breughel masterpiece, formerly owned 
by the Habsburg-family, is auctioned, the new owner expects an image 
spillover and is ready to pay a higher price.
- Condition: Even a small fissure can have major influence on the 
economic value of a painting. Condition reports usually prevent 
misunderstandings by listing the current condition of a piece of art along 
with any previous interventions.
- Motive/Genre: Especially private collectors often prefer more eye-
deceiving, positive images whereas highly sophisticated works find less 
acceptance on the market. Accordingly, in the field of figurative art, 
flowers, still lives, female acts and landscapes reach higher prices. In the 
field of abstract art, bright and friendly colors are often preferred.
- Format: Large-scale works (bigger than 2 sqm) tend to reach higher 
prices than middle or small formats.
- Material: Paintings on canvas or wood are usually more expensive than 
works on paper. Also the production costs of sculptures are reflected in 
the sales price: Marble/bronze sculptures and ceramics are more 
expensive than wood, wax or terracotta sculptures. For example Jeff 
Koons’ life-size ceramics are manufactured by the most skilled casters; 
the high production cost is reflected in the sales price.
- Exposure: Being shown at a major exhibition (e.g. MOMA in New York, 
Biennale in Venice) increases an artist’s reputation immediately and 
therefore the sales price of his/her works. A similar effect is achieved 
when an artist is represented in a famous collection: When an artwork Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 33/80
was bought by Charles Saatchi, the artist was referred to as “being 
saatchied”, comparable to receiving a knighthood.
- Freshness on the market: When an artwork which remained in a 
collection for a long time is offered to the market, this is considered to be 
a unique opportunity, which increases its sales price. Contrarily, works 
that remain unsold repeatedly are considered “burnt” and might become 
impossible to sell for decades.
- Position of the work within history/oeuvre: Works that are highly 
relevant in art history or national history like Picasso’s “La Guernica” are 
seldom offered at the market and therefore very expensive. 
Furthermore, the position of a work within the artist’s oeuvre affects its 
price: Of Picasso’s works, the “Blue Period” is considered to reach the 
highest prices.
- Authenticity: Since the economic value of a piece of art depends on the 
reputation of its artist, collectors demand proof of authenticity to reduce 
uncertainty. Therefore, a documentation of a complete sequence of
ownership, the artists’ signature and reference catalogues (“catalogue 
raisonné”) are important to provide the buyer with evidence for the 
authenticity of an artwork.Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 34/80
3.3. Art as Investment
The success in the art market has not only raised the attention of economists 
but also of investors. This is reflected in the high number of art funds
1, such as 
“The Fine Art Fund” or “Collectors Art Fund”, that were founded in the previous 
years. In the following chapters the art market will be discussed from the 
investors’ point of view dealing with risk and return of art as compared to 
investment alternatives such as stocks. In general, two different types of 
sources are used to tackle this question:
The first source is scientific studies such as Mei/Moses (2002), Goetzmann 
(1993) and Pesando/Shum (1999). These usually generate a database of 
repeat sales and measure risk and return by comparing the price pairs of 
particular artworks. By comparing their index with standard stock market 
indices (such as the S&P500) it is possible to draw conclusions on the 
attractiveness of art as investment.
Secondly, there are “Dynamic Art Auction Results Databases” (DAARDs) such 
as Artnet (www.artnet.com), Artprice (www.artprice.com) or Artsales-Index 
                                      
1 These art funds work similar to hedge funds: Investors pay a minimum contribution 
(e.g. 250.000 USD) for a share of the yearly profits over a certain duration 
(e.g. ten years). This profit is reduced by a management fee (e.g. 2%) and 
management premium. As another benefit of participation, investors may borrow some 
of the works owned by their fund. In their buying policy, todays’ art funds are usually 
focused on certain categories of arts. The Fine Art Fund buys for example 500 works in 
four categories, whereas the “British Railroad Fund” in the 1970s bought 2.400 works 
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(www.artsalesindex.co.uk). These are commercial providers of art market data 
and monitor auction results to publish them online against payment. DAARDs 
calculate average prices for the art market as a whole (or a certain category) in 
order to depict price developments.
It is important to note that the method used by repeat-sale-indices is different 
from the methodology of DAARDs. Whereas the first compare price movements 
of each work of art sold separately, the latter have an “all-in-one”-approach. 
Although the methodology of DAARDs is less accurate, the results are broadly 
congruent with the results of the scientific studies. It should also be noted that 
these studies usually have smaller sample sizes than the DAARDs: The 
Mei/Moses index compares about 
9.000 price pairs, the Artprice-database contains 21 million auction results.
3.3.1. Return of Art Investments
The table in Figure 13 provides the annual growth rates of the art market 
compared to S&P500 and US treasury bills. The following data stems from 
Mei/Moses (2005) which is the most recent update of Mei/Moses (2002).
Art index S&P500 U.S. Tr.
Last Year (2004) 13.0% 10.9% 5.1%
Last 5 Years 7.3% -2.4% 7.5%
Last 50 Years 10.5% 10.9% 6.6%
Figure 13: Annual growth rate of the Mei/Moses Annual Art Index, the S&P500 
Index and U.S. Treasury Bills. Source: Mei/Moses (2005)Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 36/80
Mei/Moses (2005) conclude that – from the return point of view – art proved to 
be a very successful investment alternative, outperforming stocks as well as 
treasury bills during the last 5 years. This success is mainly due to the high 
prices reached for contemporary arts and American artists before 1950, 
whereas Old Master paintings slowed down growth of the overall art index in 
this period. 
Even with a 50 year time horizon art performed almost as well as the S&P500 
and outperformed treasury bills. Nevertheless, it should be noted that 
transaction cost, which are relatively higher for art, are not included in this 
calculation (compare chapter 3.1.2.). The results of other publications 
measuring the value of art as investment are summarized in Appendix 1.
3.3.2. Risk of Art Investments
Risk – in the sense of price volatility – is another indicator to measure the 
attractiveness of art as investment. Mei/Moses (2002), Pesando/Shum (1999) 
and Goetzmann (1993) agree that volatility of the art market was relatively 
high on the long run as Figure 14 shows:
Study Timeframe Risk
Art S&P500 g. Bond
Goetzmann 1993 1715-1986 37.20% 20.70% 8.20%
Pesando/Shum 1999 1977-1996 21.86% 16.84% 16.50%
Mei/Moses 2002 1875-2000 21.30% 16.10% 9.50%
Figure 14: Risk evaluation of the art market compared to the S&P500 and 
governmental bonds. Source: Goetzmann (1993), Pesando/Shum (1999), 
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Nevertheless, when focusing on the previous ten years a completely different 
picture shows: As Prof. Moses mentioned in a conversation, volatility of art and 
stocks were almost the same during this period. Artprice (2005) goes even 
further saying that the art market is “considerably less volatile than the stock 
market. For example, from January 1 1997 to the June 1 2004 the average 
quarterly fluctuation in the Artprice Global Index was two to three times smaller 
than the same statistic for the Dow Jones IA and the S&P 500. The art market 
is far less sensitive to economic crises and geopolitical events than other 
assets.”
3.3.3. Correlation to Other Markets
For investment decisions also the question of correlation between art and other 
markets is important because it shows if art serves as a good vehicle to 
diversify ones portfolio. Goetzmann (1993) and Wilke (1999) show that the 
correlation between the art market and the stock market was very high in the 
long run. The most important reason for this common development is the 
wealth-drivenness of the art market: the art market is nurtured by investors’ 
wealth which grew steadily over the last decades.
However, the correlation between art and stock market in the short run is very 
low. Mei/Moses (2002) show that the annual correlation
1 between the art 
market and the S&P500 index or governmental bonds is only 0.04 or -0.13 
points respectively. Pesando/Shum (1999) come to similar results in their 
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analysis of Picasso prints from 1977-96. The explanation for this low correlation 
in the short run is that the art market reacts to the stock market with a time 
gap. Gonzalez (2002) estimates a one to two year delay between the stock and 
the art market. Prof. Moses assumes that this time gap is about 6 to 12 
months.
3.4. Summary
The relationship between art and money is ambiguous. However, the recent 
growth of the art market raised the attention of economists and investors.
Economists characterize the art market as a heterogeneous winner-takes-all 
market. Typically, transaction cost is high whereas transparency and 
transaction frequency remain low. Furthermore, the art market – especially in 
the high-priced segment – is a global market: buyers and sellers are spread all 
over the world. This characteristic, combined with the collectors preference to 
limit transaction cost, leads to a concentration of the market in a select few 
regions.
In the arts market, two forums have a special relevance: Firstly, 
buyers/collectors who decide on the economic value of an artwork and secondly 
art experts who determine its aesthetic quality. Because of their mutual 
influence the judgment of these two groups often merges.
To analyze the attractiveness of art as investment, different scientific studies 
were conducted. According to Mei/Moses (2005), art proved to be a very 
successful investment during the last five years, outperforming the S&P500 Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 39/80
index in terms of return and risk. It should be noted however that transaction 
cost is not included in these calculations. On the whole, the art market and the 
S&P500 seem to be correlated on the long run, even though the annual 
correlation is low due to an approximately 1 year delay between the art and 
stock market.
The goal of this chapter was to create a general understanding for the 
mechanisms of the art market. In the next chapter another theoretical input 
will be added: The “Model of Competitive Advantage of Nations” by Michael 
Porter (1990). This model will provide the framework for the empirical 
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4. Theoretical Framework: “Porter’s Diamond”
The “Model of Competitive Advantage of Nations” by Michael Porter (1990) is 
one of the most discussed models in business economics and has been applied 
in many case studies: on the Austrian wintersports cluster (Bellak/Weiss 1993), 
on yacht manufacturing in Europe (Blundel/Thatcher 2005), on Irish industry 
clusters (Clancy et al 2001) and on the Californian wine industry (Porter 2000)
etc..
The model is also referred to as “Porter’s Diamond” and is used in this thesis as 
a “helpful starting point for analysis” (Bellak/Weiss 1993). It describes how 
nations gain competitive advantage in a “complex, dynamic, and knowledge-
based economy” (Porter 1990). The model challenges the (corporate) ideal of 
monopolistic markets, governmental support and obedient customers. It states
that managerial measures to reassure a quiet and safe life, such as 
merger/acquisition and lobbying, fail in the long run. Instead Porter proclaims:
- Competitive advantage is created, not inherited.
- Innovation, rivalry and clusters are key elements.
- Companies are the drivers of competitive advantage; government’s task 
is to strengthen innovation and rivalry.
In essence, Porter describes four broad attributes that “individually and as a 
system constitute the diamond of national advantage, the playing field that 
each nation establishes and operates for its industries” (Porter 1990). The four 
points of the diamond, factor conditions (i), demand conditions (ii), related and 
supporting industries (iii) and strategy, structure and rivalry (iv), can be seen 
in Figure 15. It is important to note that they are self-reinforcing.Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 41/80
Figure 15: The “Model of Competitive Advantage of Nations”. Source: Porter 
(1990b)
The main points of critique on this model include the underestimation of the 
role of MNCs (Dunning 1993), the unequivocal relevance of the factors 
described and the inapplicability on service industries (Bellak/Weiss 1993). In 
the following chapters, the four attributes of Porter’s model are introduced and 
discussed with reference to the contemporary art market in NYC. Furthermore, 
a chapter is dedicated to the concept of clusters which is also of high 
importance in Porter’s construct.
4.1. Factor Conditions
The term “factor conditions” refers to the availability of particular advanced 
production factors, in the sense of natural/human/capital resources and 
infrastructure. However, a competitive advantage is not gained through factors Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 42/80
that can easily be substituted (such as large pool of labor, raw materials) but 
through specialized factors (such as skilled labor, scientific base). According to 
the model, a world-class art university would represent a competitive 
advantage for NYC because it creates outstanding artist. Other examples would 
be the availability of vast capital resources (e.g. in the form of sponsorship for 
artists or donations to museums) and well-developed infrastructure of the art 
market.
It is important to note that even selective factor disadvantages can be turned 
into competitive advantages since they require innovation. For NYC this could 
mean that the commercial attitude of the city leads to an anti-commercial 
opposition of the artists that might enhance the quality of their works.
4.2. Demand Conditions
A strong local demand is a competitive advantage whereas its quality matters 
even more than its quantity. When local demand is sophisticated, companies 
are prodded to innovate and meet higher standards. Accordingly, demanding 
private or institutional collectors (e.g. from the finance sector) would create a 
competitive advantage for NYC’s art market. 
Porter (1990b) writes that especially in a “fashion sensitive industry, the 
presence of advanced and cutting-edge customers is paramount”. This is 
because sophisticated local demand foreshadows global trends. Strong 
domestic values are exported via media or political influence and can become 
international trends, such as Abstract Expressionism emerged in NYC in the 
1950s and was spread all over the world.Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 43/80
4.3. Related and Supporting Industries
Also the presence of strong positions in related and supporting industries is a 
competitive advantage. These provide not only cost-effective inputs but – due 
to interaction and communication – support innovation and create spillovers. 
Some examples with reference to NYC’s art market would include publishing
houses (e.g. art magazines reviewing local shows), the fashion industry and the 
music scene that nurture the art scene and vice versa.
4.4. Firm Strategy, Structure, Rivalry
No managerial system is universally appropriate and specific industries fit 
better to specific cultural conditions. NYC’s galleries and NYC as a whole might 
be more open towards new ideas and even difficult art. The public image of 
artists also plays a salient role: If society values the profession of being an 
artist it more often attracts outstanding talent.
Another relevant factor is domestic rivalry because it prods a firm to meet high 
standards and find niches. Local competition cannot easily be substituted by 
global competition because the latter is more indirect. Results are harder to 
compare and outside parameters can more easily act as excuses. Probably the 
local competition in NYC is higher than anywhere else, be it at the artist-, 
gallery- or auction house-level.Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 44/80
4.5. Concept of Clusters
The concept of clusters plays a significant role in Porter’s model as well as in 
the analysis of NYC’s art market. Porter (2000) writes: “A cluster is the 
manifestation of the diamond at work”. Therefore the idea of clusters is dealt 
with in this chapter in further detail.
Clusters are “geographic concentrations of interconnected companies” including 
competitors, suppliers, complementors, customers as well as related industries
and institutions. In NYC, the district of Chelsea is considered to be the largest 
concentration of galleries and art dealers. Furthermore, the district of Lower 
Manhattan is considered to be a multimedia cluster where many headquarters 
in the field of publishing, broadcast media, graphic and visual arts are located. 
The formation of clusters has different benefits for its participants:
A major advantage of the spatial proximity within clusters is the quantity and 
quality of interaction: Frequent face-to-face interaction allows closer 
relationships (more trust/efficiency) and a better flow of information. The 
exchange of ideas increases the capacity for innovation. 
Secondly, local rivalry usually increases the motivation to improve and innovate 
more than global rivalry because results are better comparable (see 
chapter 4.5.). Nevertheless, firms within a cluster are not only responsible for 
increasing their own value but also for improving the value of the cluster as a 
whole. Therefore clusters can more easily develop a mentality of “co-opetition”
(Brandenburger/Nalebuff 1996) in the sense of competing and co-operating 
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Thirdly, clusters stimulate the formation of new businesses. On the one hand, 
the already established infrastructure of a cluster attracts new firms to enter it. 
On the other hand, individuals can oversee a business field more easily and 
spot gaps leading to entrepreneurship. Accordingly, the growth of a cluster is 
self-reinforcing.Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 46/80
5. Empirical Part: Methodology and Results
5.1. Methodology
In order to investigate the research question, qualitative expert interviews were 
conducted. Accordingly, an interview guideline for face-to-face interviews and a 
short written questionnaire (see Appendix 2) – in case the interviewee could 
not be reached in person – were prepared. The interview questions are based 
on the “Model of Competitive Advantage of Nations” (Porter 1990) as described 
in chapter 4.
The sample consisted of 63 people with a deeper insight in NYC’s contemporary 
art market. These experts can be categorized into four broad groups according 
to their professional background: 
- galleries (commercial and non-profit), 
- auction houses, 
- museums and 
- scholars.
The sampling method used was convenience sampling due to the time and 
money constraints of this project. In a competitive and commercial 
environment, the response rate towards scientific research was expected to be 
low. Therefore, interviewees were tried to be reached through other contacts; 
Iris Klein (Austrian Cultural Forum in NYC) helped to establish some of the first 
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On the whole nine in-depth, face-to-face interviews were conducted and three 
shorter responses via email were received between November 21 and 
December 9 2005. The complete list of the interviewees can be found in 
Appendix 3. As Figure 16 shows a majority of the interviews stem from
galleries.









Figure 16: Interviewees conducted sorted by their professional background.
5.2. “Hotspots” in the Art Market
As an introductory question the interviewees were asked which places (cities, 
regions) they consider to be most important in today’s art market. On the one 
hand NYC, London and Los Angeles were clearly indicated as the most 
important art markets. On the other hand, it was mentioned that buyers and 
sellers come from all over the world indicating that the art market is a global 
market. This result strongly supports the argument of Wilke (1999), saying that 
because of the big temporal and spatial difference between supply and demand, 
the (global) art market is concentrated on very few regions (see 
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Porter (2000) gives another explanation of the local concentration in the global 
art market, arguing that cluster benefits offset the advantages of a global 
economy. Under the term “location paradox” the author argues that even in a 
global economy, where obtaining inputs from any place in the world is 
facilitated, spatial proximity provides a major competitive advantage. It “allows 
special access, special relationships, better information […] and other 
advantages in productivity and productivity growth that are difficult to tap from 
a distance.” Whereas e.g. outsourcing is easy to copy and can therefore be 
nullified as competitive advantage, clusters provide unique benefits. Porter 
concludes that “paradoxically, the most enduring competitive advantages in a 
global economy seem to be local.”
Apart from NYC, London and LA also other regions were mentioned in the 
interviews: In terms of art markets the major art fairs and biennales such as 
Basel, Miami, Cologne, Maastricht and Venice receive an extremely high 
temporary importance. According to the interviews, some galleries generate a 
majority of their annual sales at art fairs. In terms of regions, where the most 
innovative artworks emerge, NYC had only secondary relevance: Berlin, Leipzig 
and Eastern Europe were mentioned more often. However this must not be 
confused with their relevance as an art market, which is comparably low.
5.3. NYC’s Position in the Art World
All the interviewees agreed that NYC is today’s center of the art market 
comparable to the role of Paris in the 19
th, Rome in the 17
th and Florence in the 
15
th century. Leo Koenig (interview) described that “what Paris was for Modern 
art is New York City for Post-Modern art”. Attributes such as “the sheer size”, Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 49/80
“100 times greater art market than anything else” and “most developed 
market” where mentioned to characterize NYC. These results are congruent 
with the quantification of NYC’s art market in chapter 2.5.
Steven Rand (interview) pointed out that being the center of the art market 
does not imply being the center of creativity. Different from Paris at the turn of 
the century, NYC is mainly an art market today. It lost its role as center of 
innovativeness which it had from the 1950s onwards with Abstract 
Expressionism and Pop-Art being the most influential tendencies.
5.4. Key Success Factors of NYC as a Contemporary Art 
Market
In the following chapters, which build the core of this research, the key success 
factors that explain the predominant position of NYC’s contemporary art market 
are presented. The results are derived from the qualitative interviews and are 
supplemented by theoretical insights.
5.4.1. Mechanism of Self-Reinforcing Growth
According to Porter (2000) “depth and breadth of clusters often grow over 
time”. This is due to different reasons: 
- Firstly, clusters provide better information about opportunities. When 
analyzing a cluster, it is easier to perceive gaps in an industry which 
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- Secondly, “needed assets, skills, inputs and staff often are readily 
available at the cluster location“. This lowers the entry barriers. 
- Thirdly, firms that are already well-established elsewhere, relocate to 
clusters because they are attracted by its unique productivity and 
innovation benefits. Porter concludes that “many, if not most, new 
businesses are formed in existing clusters rather than in isolated 
locations (here I am referring to headquarters, not branch offices or 
ancillary facilities).”
This mechanism of self-reinforcing growth can also be explained with the 
concept of network effects: Comparable to the idea described by Katz/Shapiro 
(1985) or Farell/Saloner (1985), the value for each member of a network grows 
with the size of the network as a whole. In terms of clusters, with each new 
entrant the cluster becomes more valuable (better infrastructure, more variety 
etc.) which attracts further people to enter. Anthony Allen (interview) 
mentioned that every new gallery entering Chelsea makes this district more 
valuable because it improves the attractiveness of Chelsea as a whole. 
Historically this mechanism of self-reinforcing growth was triggered in the 
1940s. After the World Wars, NYC was considered by many artists and galleries 
to be a new territory with a special atmosphere. This attracted e.g. Jasper 
Johns, Robert Rauschenberg, Andy Warhol and Roy Lichtenstein to life and 
work in NYC.Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 51/80
5.4.2. Strong Local Competition
In the interviews, NYC was usually characterized as “highly competitive 
environment”. According to Porter (1990), “the presence of strong local rivals is 
a final and powerful stimulus to the creation and persistence of competitive 
advantage.” Nevertheless, these positive effects should be seen more 
differentiated: Whereas they might hold true for enterprises such as galleries or 
auction houses, the interviews showed a different picture on the artist-level.
At the gallery-level the following aspects of competition were mentioned as 
characteristic for NYC.
- Firstly, competition in general is seen as positive by most of NYCs’ 
galleries because it prods each player to innovate and improve. 
- Secondly, NYCs’ galleries are aware of the rules of competition, accept 
them and deal with them openly; e.g. galleries would accept being 
overtaken by a better competitor. This open mentality towards 
competition reduces intrigues and jealousy within the cluster.
- Thirdly, galleries see other galleries not only as competitor but also as 
partner. Therefore they try to create win-win situations instead of 
believing that winning is not enough if the competitor does not fail. This 
mentality is comparable to the concept of “co-opetition” 
(Brandenburger/Nalebuff 1996), stating that firms have to compete and 
cooperate simultaneously. This attitude showed for example when gallery 
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At the artist-level a different picture showed. As Elisabeth Balogh (interview) 
explains, “artists are usually better when not thinking about the market”. 
Accordingly, the strong competition in NYC is counter-productive at the artist-
level: instead of being innovative, risk-aversity develops. Additionally, artists 
have to put more effort on marketing and networking in a highly competitive 
environment, as Brett Littman (interview) argues. This again distracts from 
their artistic work.
5.4.3. Atmosphere that Nurtures Culture
NYC is often characterized as multicultural melting-pot. Of its 8.1m 
inhabitants (http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/36/3651000.html; 
February 12 2006) one third is Black or African-American and 10% is Asian. 
Among the 45% white population a significant share is Hispanic, Italian and 
Irish. This heterogeneous configuration creates a vibrant atmosphere that 
“nurtures culture” (Elisabeth Balogh, interview). Furthermore, NYC is the 
prototype of an urban metropolis in the 21
st century. According to Steven 
Rand (interview) urban regions tend to be “more open and tolerant towards art 
because people grow up with the language of art”. This favorable perception of 
art in general is a characteristic of NYC and attracts outstanding talent.
Another factor nurturing the vibrant atmosphere of NYC is the related 
industries, such as music, graphic design or fashion industry. These support a 
climate of innovativeness and facilitate interdisciplinary projects. These effects 
are mutual: the art scene also nurtures the innovativeness of the related 
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5.4.4. Setting Global Stylistic Trends
According to the interviews, a region needs to fulfill different requirements to 
become trendsetter: It must produce innovative works of outstanding quality –
which is often a result of groups of artists working in an environment that 
provides few restrictions – and it must have the instruments to spread these 
trends to other regions. These three requirements and how NYC fulfills them 
are discussed in the following paragraphs.
Firstly, an environment must provide few restrictions and limitations for the 
artists, such as freedom of thinking and affordable cost of living. Eastern 
Europe and Berlin were often mentioned in this context whereas NYC does not 
fulfill these criteria very well anymore: Whereas Berlin and Eastern Europe can 
be characterized by an open atmosphere, supported by a search for a new 
identity after the German Unification/the Balkan War, NYC’s art scene became 
strongly commercially oriented during the last decade. The backside of 
commercialization is risk-aversity and market-drivenness which harms quality: 
This shows clearly e.g. when artists try to avoid “mistakes” or stick with their 
style as soon as they are monetary successful. Also in the sense of cost of 
living, NYC does not provide an affordable environment anymore, which forces 
artists to take second jobs. Brett Littman (interview) concludes that “NYC is a 
good place for selling but not for living as an artist”.
Secondly, it is often groups of artists that produce outstanding artwork. Even 
if artists are usually seen as individuals, the interaction, reflection and 
discussion within a group can be nurturing for the quality of the works as Brett 
Littman (interview) points out. These groups often form within the context of Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 54/80
university or within the stable of a gallery. For example the trend of large-scale 
photography was initiated by a group of artists – Andreas Gursky, Thomas Ruff 
and Thomas Struth – which formed around their professors Bernd and Hilla 
Becher in Düsseldorf. With reference to NYC, the strong competition among 
artists reduces the positive effects of artist groups: Even though many artists 
live in NYC and also groups of artists form, the intention to help each other is 
less distinct. 
Thirdly, to become trendsetter not only setting the trends but also spreading 
the trends is a necessity. This requires the availability of certain, widespread 
media, such as art magazines and newspapers but also “satellites” of local 
museums and art dealers. According to the interviews, NYC undoubtedly has 
the instruments to spread trends: Important art magazines such as Artforum
have their headquarters in NYC as well as worldwide read newspapers such as 
The New York Times. Although these are globally oriented, the emphasis often 
is on events in NYC. Furthermore major museums and galleries such as the 
Guggenheim Museum have subsidiaries abroad. To summarize, all this puts 
much global attention on NYC’s art scene.
On the whole, NYC lost the role it had since the 1950s, when the most 
influential contemporary artworks were created there. Steven Rand (interview) 
argues that NYC “is monetary the biggest market but not the best pieces are 
produced here”. Nevertheless, as a publishing and media cluster of high global 
importance, it still has the instruments to spread trends. It is important to note, 
that these trends spread seldom emerge in NYC but often stem from abroad. It 
showed that the capability to generate trends is secondary as long as a region 
attracts innovative artworks from other regions. NYC substituted its own lack of Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 55/80
innovativeness in creating art by decoying trends from abroad. Many reputable 
artists, such as the Austrian Franz West are represented by NYC art dealers, 
such as Gagosian. Also the former example of large-scale photography shows 
this clearly: “May Day IV” by Andreas Gursky was sold at Sotheby’s New York 
for USD 632.000 on May 11 2005. 
5.4.5. Excursus: Recent Trends in the Art Market
In today’s art it is difficult to identify trends or even something like a period 
style. Instead, “a great plurality of media and content” exists (Steven Rand, 
interview). Nevertheless tendencies can be recognized, even if their lifespan 
may be relatively short.
One tendency mentioned often in the interviews is figurative painting. The 
high demand for paintings of the “New Leipzig School” (e.g. the artist Neo 
Rauch) and the most recent Saatchi exhibition “The Triumph of Painting” shows
this influence clearly. After a period of abstract and theory-driven art, more 
eye-deceiving and meticulously crafted art has a renaissance. Matti Bunzl 
(interview) stated that whereas “beauty was a problem and dissonance was a 
credo in the second half of the 20
th century, the pendulum has now swung back 
to a more traditional style.” Other trends mentioned where performance art 
(e.g. the artist Marina Abramovic), minimalist drawing/sketches and Japanese 
cartoon art.Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 56/80
5.4.6. Strong Local Demand
Whereas the demand in the highest-priced segment is global (see chapter 
3.1.2.), the demand for medium-priced art is typically local. NYC has an 
unusually strong local demand which nurtures the local galleries in this 
segment, preparing them for the global market. Its notable institutional 
collectors
1 and private collectors
2 represent just the peak of an iceberg.
According to Porter (1990), a strong local demand is a competitive advantage 
whereas its quality matters even more than its quantity. In the interviews it 
showed that especially Jewish collectors can be characterized by a high affinity 
towards avant-garde art. Since NYC is the U.S. city with the largest Jewish 
population, this form of sophisticated demand represents an important basis for 
the local galleries and increases their global competitiveness.
5.4.7. Favorable Political, Economic and Legal Framework
Although this research is focused on the competitive success factors of NYC in 
specific, the framework provided by the U.S. as a whole must also be taken into 
consideration. It should be noted however, that the following aspects can only 
explain NYC’s strong position compared to art markets outside the U.S.
Firstly, Zorloni (2005) argues that the reason for the strong competitive 
position of the U.S. is the political, economic and legal framework the U.S. 
                                      
1 such as major museums (see chapter 2.5.) and companies, especially of the 
flourishing finance sector
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provides. This comprises a “stable political and economic environment, a strong 
currency, highly speculative stock market, and a number of fiscal and legal 
incentives.” For example, the U.S. grants tax-exemptions for foreign collectors 
and duty-free import/export of originals. Contrary, the European Union 
provides less liberal conditions for its art market; e.g. in 2006 the EU 
introduces the so-called “resale right”
1. On the one hand, this law allows artists 
to participate in the profits generated by their work. On the other hand, the 
resale right is expected to drive the art market to the U.S.
According to Prof. Moses (interview) estimates the art market always shifts to 
the place with the lowest transaction cost.
Secondly, the geopolitical power of a nation influences the way in which its 
art is perceived and received around the world. Matti Bunzl (interview) 
describes that the “interpretation and valuation of a culture also depends on its 
geopolitical power”. This explains why the political and economic rise of the 
U.S. after the World Wars went hand in hand with the success of its artists 
(Abstract Expressionism and Pop-Art). It also explains why China is expected to 
become an important art market in the near future (especially Beijing and 
Shanghai): With the geopolitical rise, its arts and artists will receive more 
global attention. Furthermore, Chinese investors will push the domestic market: 
                                      
1 The “resale right” (“droit de suite”) requires the seller to pay 3-4 % of the sales price 
to the artist every time a piece is resold (until a royalty cap of EUR 12,500 is reached). 
The discussion on the economic effects of this law is contradictory: On the one hand, it 
might drive the market to places where sellers are not required to share their sale with 
the artist. On the other hand, some experts say that even the packing and shipping 
costs are higher than the royalty anyway. (Adams 2005)Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 58/80
They are more familiar with the iconography of Chinese works and consider 
their cultural heritage to be undervalued compared to European or U.S. artists. 
(Peterson 2004)
5.5. Summary 
Within the scope of the empirical research, twelve qualitative interviews with 
representatives of galleries, auction houses and scholars were conducted. NYC 
was undoubtedly seen as the most developed art market, followed by London 
(which is more focused on Old Masters) and Los Angeles (which is more locally 
oriented). Additionally, art fairs such as Basel, Miami and Cologne are seen as 
highly important temporary marketplaces. These results are congruent with the 
quantification of chapter 2. Based on the interviews, the following factors were 
considered most relevant to explain the predominance of NYC as a 
contemporary art market:
1. Cluster benefits, especially the mechanism of self-reinforcing growth.
According to Porter (2000) the “depth and breadth of clusters often grow over 
time”.
2. Strong local competition which constantly encourages local galleries to 
improve and innovate. This, combined with a strong mentality of “co-opetition” 
in the sense of competing and co-operating simultaneously, creates a 
competitive advantage (Brandenburger/Nalebuff 1996).
3. Vibrant atmosphere nurturing culture which is created by the urbanity and 
multi-culturality of NYC and by its art-related industries.Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 59/80
4. Flourishing publishing and media sector which is well-established worldwide 
and draws global attention at NYC’s art market.
5. Strong and sophisticated local demand which prepares NYC’s galleries in the 
medium-price segment for the global market. 
6. Favorable political, economic and legal framework (e.g. fiscal incentives for 
collectors) and a high geopolitical relevance of the U.S.
It should be noted that the results of the interviews show a discrepancy: On the 
one hand, it is argued that NYC provides a vibrant atmosphere which nurtures 
the local artists therefore increasing their artistic quality (see chapter 5.4.3). 
On the other hand, the lack of innovativeness of NYC’s art scene due to the 
commercial atmosphere is mentioned (see chapter 5.4.4.). In the author’s 
interpretation, factor 3 should only be accounted for as a success factor under 
reservations: today the commercialism veils the vibrant atmosphere, which 
might also be a relic from times of Abstract Expressionism and Pop-Art, when 
NYC provided a less restricted environment for artists.Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 60/80
6. Conclusion and Recommendations
6.1. Conclusion
The relationship between art and money is ambiguous. Nevertheless, the art 
market follows basic market principles but has particular characteristics, such 
as the lack of transparency, heterogeneity and relatively high transaction cost. 
Furthermore, the art market – especially in the high-priced segment – is a 
global market: buyers and sellers are spread all over the world. This 
characteristic, combined with the collectors’ preference to limit transaction cost, 
leads to a concentration of the market in a select few regions. Among these art 
market clusters, NYC has this salient role as statistics on distribution of 
turnover, highest auction results reached and number of participants show. This 
predominant position is especially obvious in the field of contemporary arts.
According to the qualitative interviews conducted with representatives of 
galleries, auction houses and scholars and theoretical implications provided in 
literature, the following factors were considered most relevant to explain the 
predominance of NYC as a contemporary art market:
1. NYC’s art market benefits from cluster advantages, especially the 
mechanism of self-reinforcing growth, which was triggered after the World 
Wars. According to Porter (2000) the “depth and breadth of clusters often grow 
over time”. This is due to different reasons: Firstly, comparably to the concept 
of “network effects” (Katz/Shapiro 1985), the value of a cluster improves with 
each new entrant, which again attracts further participants. Secondly, assets, 
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reduces entry barriers. Thirdly, members of a cluster can spot gaps more easily 
and fill them.
2. NYC is a highly competitive environment at the gallery-level, which 
constantly encourages them to improve and innovate. Furthermore, the 
galleries have developed a strong mentality of “co-opetition”: they have to 
compete and co-operate simultaneously, are aware of this situation and act 
accordingly. This attitude constitutes a competitive advantage of NYCs’ galleries 
in the global market (Brandenburger/Nalebuff 1996).
3. NYC is a multicultural melting pot and an urban metropolis. This creates a 
vibrant atmosphere that nurtures culture. It is also the related industries –
such as music, graphic design and fashion industry – which support this unique 
climate. Co-operations between art scene and related industries can create 
spillovers and result in diverse interdisciplinary art projects. The special 
atmosphere still attracts artists from all over the world to live and work in NYC. 
Nevertheless, NYC’s high cost of living and its commercial appeal reduce this 
positive effects.
4. NYC has a flourishing publishing and media sector which is well 
established world-wide. Art magazines, newspapers and T.V. stations having 
their headquarters in NYC tend to focus on the local art scene, which puts it 
into the center of global attention. However, a significant change can be 
observed compared to the 1950s to the 1980s: NYC lost its role as stylistic 
trendsetter it undoubtedly had with Abstract Expressionism and Pop-Art. Today, 
few influential trends originate in NYC, which might be due to the 
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incorporating cutting-edge tendencies from abroad: Its art market attracts 
most innovative artwork from all over the world.
5. Whereas the demand in the highest-priced segment is global, the demand 
for medium-priced art is typically local. NYC has an unusually strong and 
sophisticated local demand which nurtures the local galleries, preparing 
them for the global market. Its notable institutional collectors and private 
collectors represent just the peak of an iceberg.
6. The U.S. as a whole provides a favorable framework for a competitive art 
market. Fiscal incentives for collectors and a highly speculative stock market 
are some examples for this liberal political, economic and legal framework. 
Conversely, the EU pursues a less market-oriented approach for example by 
introducing the resale right in 2006. It must also be noted, that the geopolitical 
power of the U.S. influences the ways in which its art is perceived and received 
around the world. The rise of U.S. artists went hand in hand with the 
geopolitical rise of the U.S. For the same reason, the Chinese art market is 
expected to become very influential in the near future (Peterson 2004).
6.2. Recommendations
Based on the findings, different recommendations can be derived for European 
regions on how to improve the attractiveness of an art market. These 
recommendations should not be understood as general pre-requisites for the 
development of an art market because they solely reflect specific success 
factors of NYC. Furthermore, it is not only governments that are responsible for 
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cannot create competitive industries. Only companies can do that”. Instead, 
governments merely act as a “catalyst and challenger” by creating an 
environment in which companies can gain competitive advantage. In the 
following paragraphs, recommendations for artists who consider starting a 
career in NYC and recommendations for regions how to improve the 
attractiveness of their art markets will be given.
For emerging artists, NYC can be recommended only under reservations as a
starting point: singular success stories might generate a biased picture of the 
real possibilities NYC offers to its artists. In fact, competition among artists is 
fierce, cost of living is high and the atmosphere got increasingly commercial. 
Under these aspects, other regions, such as Berlin or Eastern Europe, might 
offer better and less restricted environment for emerging artists to start a 
career.
For artists starting their career in the U.S., the choice of the university
should not be underestimated: The art world relies on labels and hierarchies, 
such as university degrees, in order to reduce complexity. Today, especially 
Yale (New Haven, CT), CalArts (Valencia, CA), The Art Institute (Chicago, IL) 
and the Rhode Island School of Design (NY) enjoy a good reputation. It must 
be noted however, that the standing of an art college comes and goes with the 
standing of the professors (which are usually artists themselves) on the 
university’s payroll.
In the competitive environment of the art market, finding a niche is of salient 
importance for all participants, such as the “Düsseldorf School” found a niche in 
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various opportunities for differentiation and specialization on certain segments 
such as contemporary prints. On the whole, a trend of democratization can be 
observed: According to Czöppan (2002) the average transaction price 
decreased from EUR 15,000 in 1980 to EUR 1,200 in 2000 which opens a 
completely new target group.
To create a competitive art market cluster, favorable factor conditions in the 
sense of availability of particular advanced production factors are necessary. 
For example a world-class art university would generate skilled artists. Hereby, 
also the introduction of a bachelor’s degree can have favorable effects: the 
shorter duration of study would allow having a second thought about continuing 
ones artistic career. Furthermore, students with a completely different 
academic background can later decide to start a master’s degree: this 
interdisciplinarity often generates the most divergent and innovative artworks.
Furthermore, a vibrant local atmosphere increases the attractiveness for 
artists to live and work in a region. This includes the creation of an open and 
affordable environment but also a strong presence of related industries such as 
the music and the fashion scene. Furthermore the society as a whole must 
tolerate and value the role of the artist to attract outstanding talent. On the 
whole, the capability to attract the “creative class” is not only important for the 
art market: according to Florida (2002) it is the key challenge for economies in 
the upcoming century.
The two factors previously mentioned merely affect the supply side and 
therefore would nurture the local gallery-scene (especially in the medium priced 
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of art are important to create strong and sophisticated local demand. In 
order to reach also the versatile global demand, a region must provide stable 
political and economic conditions and low transaction cost. This can be achieved 
for example by exemptions of customs duty for originals, whereas measures 
such as the re-sale right are counter-productive to attract global demand.
Another source of global competitiveness refers to the attitude towards 
competition within an art market cluster. NYC shows that a mentality of “co-
opetition” (Brandenburger/Nalebuff 1996), in the sense of competing and 
cooperating at the same time provides a competitive advantage, at least at the 
gallery-level. Instead, many art scenes are characterized by envy and jealousy. 
A mentality of co-opetition would create win-win situations and add value to 
what Porter (1990) refers to as “complex, dynamic, and knowledge-based 
economy”.Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 66/80
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9. Appendices
9.1. Appendix 1: Publications on Art as Investment
Study Time-
frame
Sample Return p.a. Risk




















4896 8.20% 8.90% 1.90% 21.30% 16.10% 9.50%
Figure 17: Comparison of the results of specific publications on art as 
investment.
Comment: Pesando/Shum 1999 focused on Picasso prints only in their study. In 
chapter 3.3.1 not Mei/Moses (2002) is used, but the most recent update of this 
study which is available online (see Mei/Moses 2005).Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 74/80
9.2. Appendix 2: Questionnaire
Introduction:
Q1: What are the worldwide hot spots in today’s art market? 
What are the hotspots in the field of contemporary art?
Where does NYC rank within these?
What are NYC’s main “competitors”?
Q2: Why is NYC a hot spot in today’s art market? What are the key factors 
determining its success?
Assumption 1:
Q3: What are the most recent (stylistic) trends in the art market? (e.g. 
painting, “back to beauty”...)
Q4: Where do these trends come from (geographically)?
Q5: Does NYC’s art scene foreshadow global trends?
Q6: If yes, how are these trends spread worldwide?
Q7: Talking about the mayor tendencies in “past” contemporary arts (e.g. 
Abstract Expressionism/Pop-Art): Why do they have their roots in the US?
Assumption 2:
Q8: How would you describe the competition among NYC’s artists (compared to 
other regions)? (“If you make it in New York, you can make it anywhere?”)
Q9: If so, what are the reasons for this strong competition among NYC’s 
artists?
Q10: What are the effects of this rivalry on the art market? (Do artists use the 
art scene as a source of inspiration?  higher quality)Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 75/80
Assumption 3:
Q11: How many artists of your stable are from NYC as well?
Q12: How would you describe the contact between the gallery and the artists 
(regularity, organizational/content-related)?
Q13: Can the artist use this close contact as a “source of inspiration”, leading 
to higher innovativeness?
Assumption 4:
Q14: What suppliers does a gallery have? (e.g. publishing houses, art fairs, 
carriers, graphic art agencies, PR-agencies ...)
Q15: Are these suppliers in NYC world-class? Does this provide you with a 
competitive advantage?
Q16: What are the top US art colleges? How good are NYC’s art programs’
comparably? Does the college have a significant impact on the artist’s career?
Q17: Does the spirit of NYC (lifestyle, fashion, nightlife) have an effect on the 
quality of the art?
Assumption 5:
Q18: Talking about collectors: how many of them are institutional/private?
Q19: In which field did private collectors generate their wealth? Where did they 
generate their wealth (in NYC?)?
Q20: Do you think the wealth created in NYC’s financial sector/publishing sector 
has an important role for the art market?Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 76/80
9.3. Appendix 3: List of Interviewees
- Anthony Allen (Associate Director, Paula Cooper Gallery)
conducted December 2 2005; NYC
- Elisabeth Balogh (Director, Leo Koenig Inc.)
conducted December 6 2005; NYC
- Matti Bunzl (Professor, University of Urbana-Champaign, Anthropology)
conducted December 8 2005; Urbana-Champaign, IL
- Nigel Freeman (Junior Expert, Swann Auctions)
conducted December 6 2005, NYC
- Kathleen Harleman (Director, Krannert Art Museum)
conducted November 21 2005, Urbana-Champaign, IL
- Leo Koenig (Gallery Owner, Leo Koenig Inc.)
conducted December 6 2005; NYC
- Iris Klein (Assistant, Austrian Cultural Forum)
conducted December 3 2005; NYC
- Brett Littman (Deputy Director, P.S. 1 Contemporary Arts Center)
conducted December 5 2005; NYCValentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 77/80
- Michael Moses (Professor, NYU Stern School of Business)
conducted December 7 2005; NYC
- Steven Rand (CEO, Apex Art)
conducted December 5 2005; NYC
- Stephen Kelly Smith (Gallery Owner, Stephen Kelly Gallery)
conducted November 30 2005; Chicago, IL
- Lauren Thistle (Junior Specialist, Christies New York)
conducted December 9 2005; NYCValentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 78/80
9.4. Appendix 4: Development of the Stock/Real Estate Market
Figure 18: Comparison of the stock market and the housing prices in three 
different countries. Source: Artprice (2005)Valentin Kenndler Diploma Thesis page 79/80
9.5. Appendix 5: Artists with the Highest Auction Sales 
Turnover
Figure 19: Top-ten artists reaching the highest auction sales turnover in 2004 
and 2003. Source: Artprice (2005)
Comment: It should be noted, that contemporary artists are underrepresented 
in auction sales as compared to the overall art market.